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“THE TRUE WORK OF ART IS BORN FROM THE ‘ARTIST’: A MYSTERIOUS, ENIGMATIC, AND MYSTICAL CREATION. IT DETACHES ITSELF
FROM HIM, IT ACQUIRES AN AUTONOMOUS LIFE, BECOMES A PERSONALITY, AN INDEPENDENT SUBJECT, ANIMATED WITH A SPIRITUAL
BREATH, THE LIVING SUBJECT OF A REAL EXISTENCE OF BEING.”
- Wassily Kandinsky

“DETACHMENT ARISES OUT OF THE CONSCIOUSNESS THAT NOTHING
OR NOBODY IS ‘MINE.’ IT IS A CONSCIOUSNESS OF FREEDOM.”
- Miriam Subirana

“THIS DETACHMENT IS A FORM OF FREEDOM: WE ENTER INTO A
REAL DIALOGUE WITH OUR MATERIALS AND IDEAS, RATHER THAN A
FRAGILE AND TREMBLING CO-DEPENDENCY WITH THE NATURAL RESULTS OF OUR EFFORTS. THE WORK COMES FROM US, OR THROUGH
US; IT’S NOT OF US. THIS IS AN IMPORTANT DISTINCTION TO RECOGNIZE IF WE HOPE TO CONTINUE ON THE CREATIVE PATH.”
- Otto Von Munchow

ON DETACHMENT AND CREATIVITY...

EDITOR’S NOTE
SHIRIN SUBHANI

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become curators of stories of courageous
creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression
that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability in a collective forum. For more about Shirin and
Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web site:
www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html and connect with us on Facebook/flying chickadee.
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EDITOR’S NOTE
“I am a software engineer.” “I am financially independent.” “I am finally practicing in the real world what all my
years of education have taught me.” These old beliefs about myself were challenged a little over three years
ago, when I went on maternity leave for my second child and eventually resigned from my job. Although I had
been working for thirteen years in a supportive, secure, loving and intellectually stimulating environment, I had
started feeling a void; my intuition was telling me I was ready for something else but I did not know quite what.
I needed to detach myself. Detach from my assumptions, preconceived notions, beliefs and stories about myself, wipe the slate clean, and start from scratch. By detaching, I was able to give myself space and stillness.
Space to figure out how best to be a mother of two, space to find out what my passion truly is, what kind of
work makes me most fulfilled and happy. Only then was I able to create a path guided by my heart. And now
that my baby has turned three, I find myself questioning again. And stepping back, detaching and re-creating
yet again.
In this issue of Courageous Creativity we explore how detachment makes us more creative; detachment that
is also a partner to intuitive living, which we explored in our previous issue. Our featured contributor, Edward
Prince, whose furniture design we present as the art in this issue, uncovers unlimited new avenues for creative opportunity by detaching from ego and assumptions. Pia Das discovers detachment in the ancient Mayan
ruins in Mexico, while Mauktik Kulkarni finds it in the lost languages of a tiny Brazilian town on his yearlong
round-the-world travels.
Rob Dalton takes us on a beautiful waltz with Deepak Chopra that pierces wisdom straight through our hearts,
and nine-year-old Natalie Stafford moves us with her experiments with detached gift-giving. Poet Steve Taylor
reveals his trick to let the soul create, and in a dialogue with us, book cheerleader Michael Lieberman shares
the liberation and joy in giving away 2000 books! All these amazing stories are brought to life by the striking
photographs taken by Qi Gong teacher Holger Bartels in Dharamsala, India.
What’s detachment to you? Discover how it helps your intuition and creativity to flow through you!
Shirin.

“I NEEDED TO...DETACH FROM MY ASSUMPTIONS, PRECONCEIVED
NOTIONS, BELIEFS AND STORIES ABOUT MYSELF, WIPE THE SLATE
CLEAN, AND START FROM SCRATCH. BY DETACHING, I WAS ABLE TO
GIVE MYSELF SPACE AND STILLNESS...ONLY THEN WAS I ABLE TO
CREATE A PATH GUIDED BY MY HEART.”

“CALL IT GOD. CALL IT CONVENIENT. CALL IT MOTHER OR FAITH OR ALLAH.
CALL IT TED. CALL IT WHAT YOU WILL BUT LET IT BE IN CONTROL, SO YOU
CAN LET GO OF THE REIGNS BECAUSE THEY’RE NOT ATTACHED TO ANYTHING ANYWAY.”

WALTZING WITH DEEPAK
ROB DALTON

Rob is the founder of Karass Creative, an independent agency that tells stories that matter for clients ranging
from TEDx to T-Mobile, from Microsoft to the UN. He offers two decades of experience weaving compelling
narratives across myriad media—from Addy-winning websites to short films to published books and poetry.
Rob lives on an island in the woods with his wife and two boys.
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WALTZING WITH DEEPAK
“In detachment lies the wisdom of uncertainty...”
Detachment. I speak of it often, counseling friends (and myself) to let go. To be wary of those frequent manifestations of entropy that rise up and compel us to cajole, lost in the fantasy that we can manipulate things
outside of our control - the left hook from the shadows, the unexpected bill, the withering of a channel between friends. The patterns are repeated endlessly, from the leaves outside burning in slow motion to the rivulets of water coursing down the drain; we will all fall apart and so every day we spend not in pieces is a gift.
But what a terrible thing to remember.
The thing is to not remember. To not project. The promised land is here, and only here if we can shrug off the
urge to manipulate and cajole, and choose instead to coast into each moment bold and uncertain and open to
what is - not what ought to be. Not what we planned so carefully in the smallest hours up in our rooms in our
beds, not looking at the clock so as not to be reminded of everything that is not.
The opportunity is there for us, with every breath:
let go
enter the flow
release what you think
forget what you know.
*****

“THE THING IS TO NOT REMEMBER. TO NOT PROJECT. THE PROMISED
LAND IS HERE, AND ONLY HERE IF WE CAN SHRUG OFF THE URGE TO
MANIPULATE AND CAJOLE, AND CHOOSE INSTEAD TO COAST INTO
EACH MOMENT BOLD AND UNCERTAIN AND OPEN TO WHAT IS - NOT
WHAT OUGHT TO BE.”

WALTZING WITH DEEPAK
“In the wisdom of uncertainty lies the freedom from our past, from the known…”
How wise it is to not know and be calm. To trust that the surest path through peril is the one that you’re on
if you stay mindful and fend off the lurching companions Doubt and Fear who ever seek to draw you off into
blind alleys and cold ravines. Everything that has been is a lie. At least, your memories have little to do with
what transpired; those stories we tell ourselves are really long whips of ego, groping tendrils that ever seek to
pull us down, to unburden us of being. To deprive us of the one gift we are truly meant to own: the moment in
which we are actually free to choose. Now.
*****
“And in our willingness to step into the unknown…”
No one knows anything - this is actually important information, and anyone who pretends otherwise is trying to
sell you something or hide something from you. Maybe trying to kill you (or all three).
Is it your fault? Of course it is, because you are the front end of the entire chain of your being; who you are is
the sum total of every turn you’ve taken, every decision you’ve made, and you can either settle into that fact
and tuck for the wave that’s always unfolding, or fight it and get mulched by moon-tons of water pulled by
eons too large to notice our feeble entreaties.
We are all connected, yes, but we are flotsam on an endless sea, and the sooner you can relate the sooner
you can relax into your destiny. The sooner you can enter the room you are actually in and continue your inevitable unfolding.
And none of it matters. Except that it does.
*****

“EVERYTHING THAT HAS BEEN IS A LIE. AT LEAST, YOUR MEMORIES
HAVE LITTLE TO DO WITH WHAT TRANSPIRED; THOSE STORIES WE
TELL OURSELVES ARE REALLY LONG WHIPS OF EGO, GROPING TENDRILS THAT EVER SEEK TO PULL US DOWN...”
9

WALTZING WITH DEEPAK
“We surrender ourselves to the creative mind that orchestrates the dance of the universe.”
Call it God. Call it convenient. Call it Mother or Faith or Allah. Call it Ted.
Call it what you will but let it be in control, so you can let go of the reigns because they’re not attached to
anything anyway. The secret to Yoda and Buddha and animal grace is a calm certainty that this is the only possible present, and to do anything other than enter it fully is catastrophically insane.
Put another way: you can accept the bulk of the inevitable and find your place in the flow, or you can pretend
that you’ve got “other options” and spend your precious days peering backwards or forwards into the dim
caverns of make-believe.
You are only alive in this moment. Your only task is to bend to the now.
Breathe deep.
Earn your blood energy by being present.
Enjoy the ride.

“THE SECRET TO YODA AND BUDDHA AND ANIMAL GRACE IS A CALM
CERTAINTY THAT THIS IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE PRESENT, AND TO DO
ANYTHING OTHER THAN ENTER IT FULLY IS CATASTROPHICALLY INSANE.”

“YOUR SOUL IS DELICATE
YOU CAN’T SHAKE AND SQUEEZE HER
OR SCRAPE HER SIDES
FOR A FEW LAST CRUMBS OF INSIGHT.”

THE TRICK
STEVE TAYLOR

Steve is the author of several best-selling books on spirituality and psychology, including The Fall, Waking From Sleep and Back to Sanity. Eckhart Tolle has described his work as ‘an important contribution
to the global shift in consciousness.’ This poem is from Steve’s first book of poems, ‘The Meaning’ (O
books). Read more about Steve at stevenmtaylor.com and connect with him on facebook/stevetaylorauthor
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THE TRICK
The trick is to trust yourself
not to try to trap your prey
or seduce your lover
If you feel frustrated
the animal will scent your anxiety
and veer away
your lover will sense your desperation
and spurn you
Your soul is delicate
you can’t shake and squeeze her
or scrape her sides
for a few last crumbs of insight
She needs time to collect herself
to gather her dissipated power
Too much force will break the mould
of invisible patterns and potentials
which give birth to beauty.
She may seem barren now
but she’s not dead, only sleeping
New life is slowly seeping through
from that deep underground source
making her moist and rich again
until she’s ready to release
strange new joys
Your soul has never you let you down
and never will
as long as you are patient
as long as you are still

“CREATIVITY IS FULL OF PARADOX. AN OFT-QUOTED ADAGE IS THAT
CREATIVITY REQUIRES RELAXED ATTENTION...
DETACHMENT IS
IS REALLY
REALLY
ATTENTION...DETACHMENT
ABOUT NON-CONSCIOUS THINKING, BEING FREE FROM WORRY, DOUBT
AND EXPECTATION AND IGNORING THAT NASTY VOICE OF JUDGMENT
WHICH CHATTERS AWAY IN YOUR MIND UNDERMINING YOUR IDEAS AND
NARROWING YOUR FOCUS.”

THE BEGINNER’S MIND
EDWARD PRINCE

Edward was born in Otley, North Yorkshire, England. Sharing a hometown with one of the world’s most
famous furniture designers, Thomas Chippendale could have influenced Edward to pursue furniture design.
He studied design and craftsmanship and then worked as a designer in various creative industries before
immigrating to New Zealand for a better quality of life. After teaching design and studying design management, Edward established a studio designing and making furniture and running creative thinking courses.
He is currently blending a life of education and design. He enjoys creative exploration with his two sons
spending his weekends, pretending to be Robin Hood.
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THE BEGINNER’S MIND
Being able to let go of any attachment and fixation to process, structure, people, environment or outcome –
this is the beginner’s mind. You are free from preconceptions, judgments, opinions, memories, expectations
and mental chatter; your mind is free of emotional clutter. It is this state of mind that is often called out as being the source of entrepreneurial success. When the mind is freed from its comfort zones and the familiarity of
normal experience, it is free to seek new horizons, experiences, influences, and stimulation resulting in growth
and innovation.
I am a great believer in the power of the creative process. I was not consciously aware of this until I went
through an intense process of personal development and study. Back in the day at college, I studied furniture
design and had a reasonably good idea how to create products. Yet, during sketching and idea generation, I
often found that the ideas I produced were not very original or just quirky, and lacked innovation. I struggled to
refine my ideas and take them through a fulfilling process of development. Deep down, I had a feeling that my
education lacked a vital element.
I was right. Twenty years later, I had an opportunity to take up research for a master’s degree and found myself
drawn to the problem of creative thinking, to plug this gap in my practice. What I found was vast possibilities
for ways to connect to my mind, body and spirit, plus a host of tools and techniques that would indeed help
me to create freely and easily using both logic and intuition. Creativity is still not easy – it requires considerable effort and can be a deeply confusing and troubling journey. I am, however, now finding the journey into my
creativity far more interesting and fulfilling when the opportunities arise.
Creativity is full of paradox. An oft-quoted adage is that creativity requires relaxed attention and this is in many
ways the secret; a simple but complex statement. Creativity utilizes the qualities of both the left and the right
brain. The really creative person will have fluid access to both qualities and use both constantly. Creative thinking involves analysis and intuition, order and disorder, judgment and non-judgment, fullness and emptiness
and thinking and non-thinking.

“BEING ABLE TO LET GO OF ANY ATTACHMENT AND FIXATION TO
PROCESS, STRUCTURE, PEOPLE, ENVIRONMENT OR OUTCOME –
THIS IS THE BEGINNER’S MIND.”

THE BEGINNER’S MIND
Detachment is really about non-conscious thinking, being free from worry, doubt and expectation and ignoring
that nasty voice of judgment which chatters away in your mind undermining your ideas and narrowing your
focus. Detachment affords you the time and space to stop, organize your thoughts, and allow the neurons in
your brain to connect in new ways resulting in new ideas.
A detached state will find you detached from the ego. And in detaching from your ego, you are able to experience your true self enjoying creating not as an isolated event but as something real, direct and present,
and very rewarding. Detaching from a situation also means ceasing to worry about past mistakes and future
anxieties. Mistakes are something to learn from and use as a springboard for new opportunities.
Some good tools to help practice detachment are:
Embracing the unknown:
Take your ego away from your ideas. Your brain works incredibly quickly and can come up with many creative
solutions if you just let it. Avoid having your self-worth associated with your creativity.
Fluidity:
Be able to move your mind freely from one thought, element and/or industry to another. Staying rigid keeps
you on the same path, whereas fluidity allows you to flow from one area to perhaps a totally unrelated area,
creating a synergistic relationship between the two or more areas.

“A DETACHED STATE WILL FIND YOU DETACHED FROM THE EGO.
AND IN DETACHING FROM YOUR EGO, YOU ARE ABLE TO EXPERIENCE YOUR TRUE SELF ENJOYING CREATING NOT AS AN ISOLATED
EVENT BUT AS SOMETHING REAL, DIRECT AND PRESENT, AND VERY
REWARDING.”
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THE BEGINNER’S MIND
Ambiguity:
Embrace ambiguity – let random elements influence your imagination and look at things from multiple perspectives. Look for what else things could mean. Don’t try and have THE right answer but look for several
probabilities and then several possibilities.
Recreation:
Make time to relax and take away the stress of having a good idea. You need quiet time to allow all the
thoughts, concepts and ideas to incubate, create new neural connections in your brain, and turn into new
thoughts and ideas.

By following the creative process and detaching from ego and assumptions, it is possible to uncover unlimited
new avenues for creative opportunity.
On the following pages are examples and experiments from my furniture design that were inspired by a process of intuitive discovery and detachment.

THE BEGINNER’S MIND
Weta Chair
I had been exploring the fine line between
designing a comfortable chair and creative
expression for years (designing uncomfortable chairs is easy; the world is awash with
them). I had run out of ideas and reached a
blank. To loosen up, I had resorted to playing
with scribbles, abstract shapes, lines and
random images on a page when my son,
then four years old, walked in with one of
New Zealand’s most amazing insects, the
Weta.
It just so happened that the Weta seemed
to be in a self-defense mode with its front
legs raised, thorax prominent and antennae
waving around. Being in a state of relaxed
attention, open to inspiration, detached from
conventional concepts of chairs and subconsciously attracted to lines, the Weta looked
like it could be something to sit on and the
idea was born for the Weta chair!
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THE BEGINNER’S MIND

Frond Bench
Detaching oneself from the problem and exploring the problem with a view to uncovering an unexpected source of
creative inspiration gives you a very good chance of being able to find something new. Having preconceived ideas will
never enable you to step into the unknown and find creative nirvana. I find that if the first flow of ideas is okay, only very
rarely will they be original and if they are, it’s usually a result of it being something I have been pondering over for a long
time.
The frond bench is one such example. For a long time, I had been thinking that the fern fronds outside my house were
a stunningly beautiful form, ripe for reinterpretation. The silver fern is New Zealand’s unofficial national symbol. I had
sketched these in various forms for a number of years without reaching a solution that looked good, functioned effectively and could be made easily.
One day, driving home through the fern bush after having completed a successful project for a client and feeling particularly pleased with myself, a linear image popped into my mind. I could not wait to get home and scribble it down on a
piece of paper and that was it. It took some refinement with sketches, making models and experimenting with surface
textures and finishes to achieve the result but the frond bench worked!

“ON THIS YEARLONG TRIP, THE ISOLATION AND DISTANCE HAVE HELPED ME
EXPERIENCE SOME GENUINE MOMENTS OF ECSTASY, AGONY, COMPASSION,
AND UNIVERSAL UNDERSTANDING, WHICH MEANS I’VE CONNECTED MORE
WITH LESS COMMUNICATION.”

SWITCH OFF AND CONNECT MORE!
MAUKTIK KULKARNI

Mauktik is a neuroscientist by training and is an avid traveler. After completing a solo, 8000 km motorcycle trip in South America, he published a memoir titled “A Ghost of Che - A Motorcycle Ride Through
Space, Time, Life and Love.” He is currently on a one-year, round-the-world trip. His backpack is his home
and he is planning to visit 30-35 countries on this trip.
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SWITCH OFF AND CONNECT MORE!
It was just yesterday when I visited a contemporary art museum in a city called Inhotim in the Brazilian state
of Minas Gerais. It is easily one of the most magical places I’ve ever been to. It is a sprawling botanical garden
spread over 100 or so acres, dotted with beautiful, modern sculptures and galleries with intensely creative
exhibits. One such exhibit was a 22-minute movie called “The Last Silent Movie.” I walked into a pitch-dark
theater and the movie started rolling. The screen was dark for the entire duration of the movie and the audio
track was a collection of words and sentences spoken in languages that are now extinct. There were subtitles
in Portuguese, which means that I didn’t understand much. Based on my basic knowledge of Spanish, I could
tell that they weren’t saying anything profound in those extinct languages. One person was telling about his
life, another was talking about his family, one more was reciting commonly used verbs translated in her dead
language, yet another language was entirely based on whistling! If that last one was my only language option, I
would’ve been labeled an idiot!
In April last year, I turned off my cellphone and set out to see the world. Barring a few weeks in which I had to
coordinate my schedule with some families or friends hosting me, I have managed to keep my phone off. On
this yearlong trip, the isolation and distance have helped me experience some genuine moments of ecstasy,
agony, compassion, and universal understanding, which means I’ve connected more with less communication.
Climbing Kilimanjaro for four days, only to turn around when I had barely 800 meters left to go. Visiting the
concentration camp in Auschwitz to confront our own cruel history. Sitting on a secluded beach in Zanzibar
and reading Farid Attar’s poem “The Conference of the Birds.” Losing my way in the city of Xi’an in China and
trying to explain “The Terra-cotta Warriors” to Chinese people with sign language. I can go on and on.
I’m certainly no technophobe, and I’m intimately aware of what’s going on in the social media world. As a part
of my professional life, I’ve had to keep up with the latest trends in science and technology and most of those

“ONE PERSON WAS TELLING ABOUT HIS LIFE, ANOTHER WAS TALKING ABOUT HIS FAMILY, ONE MORE WAS RECITING COMMONLY USED
VERBS TRANSLATED IN HER DEAD LANGUAGE, YET ANOTHER LANGUAGE WAS ENTIRELY BASED ON WHISTLING!”
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SWITCH OFF AND CONNECT MORE!
trends are fast-paced and exciting. But our brains are exquisitely tuned to filter out more than 90% of the information that hits our senses every second of every minute of every day. And here we are, making our brains’
tasks more and more difficult by bombarding ourselves with more junk. Texting, for instance, giving us the illusion of better connection. I have always found it to be a hindrance. A hindrance to the conversation I’m having
or the document I’m writing or the movie that I’m watching. Then there’s Twitter, Facebook…Oh wait! Maybe
we want to cast as wide a net as possible when we download that latest craze “Bang with Friends.” So, I want
to have a one-night-stand and I am not even willing to go out to a bar, talk to the person, see it in her eyes,
feel it in her touch, or read it from her body language? Out of fear of rejection, we become willing to outsource
the job of our beautiful senses to a click of a mouse button. By playing on our primal instincts, technology is
forcing a strange kind of detachment on us from our own senses.

There is still hope, though! Switching off my cellphone and traveling to far and distant lands has been a good
way of seeing that ray of light. It’s not just switching off the phone, though. You also have to take a break from
your friendships and family relationships. Sure, I have been talking to my family via Skype every once in a
while and I am keeping in touch with my close friends through occasional emails. Other than that, I’ve been
successful at keeping the clutter down to the bare minimum. And successful at keeping my senses and my
brain open to my immediate surroundings. Nobody is waiting for my phone calls or emails and I am not waiting
for anything from anyone, either. Every chance one gets to do this is worth grabbing. If you’re ever too scared
or anxious about what would happen, think of it as a scientific experiment or some bitter pill that you have to
take because you’re sick. In the end it is always more rewarding in more ways than one!

“OUT OF FEAR OF REJECTION, WE BECOME WILLING TO OUTSOURCE
THE JOB OF OUR BEAUTIFUL SENSES TO A CLICK OF A MOUSE BUTTON. BY PLAYING ON OUR PRIMAL INSTINCTS, TECHNOLOGY IS
FORCING A STRANGE KIND OF DETACHMENT ON US FROM OUR OWN
SENSES.”
21

SWITCH OFF AND CONNECT MORE!
In hindsight, it turned out to be a blessing in disguise that I didn’t follow the subtitles in “The Last Silent Movie”
down to the word. It made me reflect on the title of the documentary. The movie had sounds, but without
subtitles, it was as good as a silent movie. More importantly, it made me think about languages themselves. In
the heydays of Latin and Sanskrit, I’m sure nobody thought that these languages would ever be dead languages. Today, they are confined to some church masses and Hindu religious ceremonies. Calligraphy, the art
of beautifying Chinese script by incorporating images of everyday objects and landscapes, has been relegated
to a tool to merely attract tourists. In this age of computers, the whole concept of handwriting is on its way to
extinction, anyway. The ephemeral nature of language itself - the tool that has helped humans communicate
with each other and dominate other species - was thrown into sharp relief in that tiny theater. Sitting in that
small, dark room, miles away from family and friends, and light years away from cellphones and Internet,
listening to those dead languages was a powerful experience. It helped me ponder the way we communicate.
Writers love to say that everything we do and everything we say melts away into the ether. Your written word
stays forever. But how many of us have read any Latin or Sanskrit texts? Forget about our emotions, our ambitions, our dreams, and our hopes, even our language is so feeble that it can’t resist the tide of changing times.
So what are we fighting about?

There is a Facebook kind of forced detachment that moves one away from one’s senses and sucks one into
the world of mouse clicks and keyboard hits. And then, there is a round-the-world-trip kind of detachment that
moves one closer to one’s senses and away from computer-generated reality. The choice is ours!

“SITTING IN THAT SMALL, DARK ROOM, MILES AWAY FROM FAMILY
AND FRIENDS, AND LIGHT YEARS AWAY FROM CELLPHONES AND INTERNET, LISTENING TO THOSE DEAD LANGUAGES WAS A POWERFUL
EXPERIENCE. IT HELPED ME PONDER THE WAY WE COMMUNICATE.”

“WE ARE SPIRITUAL BEINGS WITH A WORLD OF WISDOM WITHIN US. I BELIEVE WE ARE BORN PERFECT BUT WE COME HERE TO HAVE EXPERIENCES
SO WE CAN REMEMBER. BY DETACHING FROM WHAT WE THINK WE KNOW,
WE FREE OURSELVES TO EXPERIENCE GREATER AWARENESS.”

UNTETHERED AND FLOWING IN TULUM
PIA DAS

Pia is a lawyer, writer and yogi. She lives in Houston, Texas. In her spare time, she enjoys off the beaten
path travels, spending time in the outdoors, and taking walks around the neighborhood with her two
dogs Dakota and Boston.
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UNTETHERED AND FLOWING IN TULUM
Last year, while traveling in Mexico with two of my closest friends, one of them suggested we take a day trip to
Tulum, an ancient Mayan ruin site. My first thought was absolutely not! “I am not going back to that place,” I
told them.
I had been there a few years prior, to celebrate my thirtieth birthday with my then boyfriend. Although that
relationship ended painfully, I had held on to a memory of us swimming in the clear, blue ocean next to the
ruins. At the time, I remember being filled with a sense of hopefulness of what my thirties would bring and
the possibilities of where my relationship with this man would go. I could still see us laughing and splashing
around in the soothing waters on that sun filled afternoon. In fact, that was one of my favorite moments of
that entire relationship.
Two years had now passed and I had sincerely moved on from our breakup, but I didn’t think I could handle
going back to Tulum, even with my two closest friends. I had accepted the end of that relationship and my
heart had healed for the most part, but being back in Mexico made the memory feel raw.
I told my friends that I would be happy to wait from them at the hotel. They had never been to Tulum and I
didn’t want them to miss the opportunity. But even as I made this suggestion, I knew they would never agree
to going without me. “Let me just think about this some more,” I told them as I felt nausea rise from the pit of
my stomach at the thought.
Our trip was quickly coming to an end and we had visited everything else in the region. There was only one
thing left to do: visit Tulum. Looking at my friends’ faces, suddenly it occurred to me that if I didn’t go, the
three of us might never have the chance to experience Tulum together, and it is a fascinating place. Besides, I
didn’t want to let my friends down by continuing to let the past haunt me and hold me back. That was not me.
In that moment I realized, I needed to detach from all the negative feelings I had about how my relationship

“I HAD BEEN THERE...TO CELEBRATE MY THIRTIETH BIRTHDAY
WITH MY THEN BOYFRIEND. ALTHOUGH THAT RELATIONSHIP ENDED PAINFULLY, I HAD HELD ON TO A MEMORY OF US SWIMMING IN
THE CLEAR, BLUE OCEAN NEXT TO THE RUINS.”

UNTETHERED AND FLOWING IN TULUM
had ended from the happy memories that also existed. And in the present, I needed to let go of the pain and
anxiety so that I could allow myself to experience something new.
I took a deep breath, said a prayer for the goodness of all, and agreed to go. This would be a new day and a
new beginning, I told myself. In that moment, I could feel myself letting go of residual anger and sadness. As
I released those feelings, I gave myself permission for the first time to enjoy that memory of my ex-boyfriend
and me in Tulum for what it was: a beautiful day with someone I loved at the time.
My friends and I had a wonderful day filled with laughter, and we made new memories as we trekked through
the ruins and swam in the ocean. In the end, I was glad I had detached from my initial discomfort and agreed
to go back to Tulum. Not only did that allow me to create new memories with my dear friends, but it also gave
me back a sweet memory of an old love.
Detachment can mean different things to different people. Like water, it has no shape, size, or color and
takes on the characteristics of its container. To some, detachment might mean a lack of possessiveness. To
others, a lack of ego. Some might think of it as renunciation. To me, it’s about letting go of boundaries to find
freedom.
I first started thinking about the concept of detachment through my practice of Vedanta, a spiritual philosophy
I was born into. I would sit at services for years, while my Guru would urge us to detach from worldliness.
As he’d describe the dangers of becoming too attached to “maya” or illusion, I’d imagine myself going into a
deep, dark forest to sit in meditation, leaving behind my friends, family, and possessions.
What kind of life would that be?! Living a solitary existence is not something I would ever choose for myself.
As an extrovert who thrives on social interaction, that sounded like my worst nightmare. And, what about my

“AS I RELEASED THOSE FEELINGS, I GAVE MYSELF PERMISSION
FOR THE FIRST TIME TO ENJOY THAT MEMORY OF MY EX-BOYFRIEND AND ME IN TULUM FOR WHAT IT WAS: A BEAUTIFUL DAY
WITH SOMEONE I LOVED AT THE TIME.”
25

UNTETHERED AND FLOWING IN TULUM
dreams? If I am totally detached, how will I ever be able to achieve them? Does being detached mean you
simply don’t care? That you have no passion?
It wasn’t until my second trip to Mexico that I finally understood what my Guru had meant by detachment all
those years. By going back to Tulum, I learned that through the process of detachment, you open yourself up
to new possibilities and seeing things a different way.
Some things are simply out of our control. Life may throw us curveballs and lemons, but we can turn them
into learning experiences by surrendering to the lessons we are meant to learn. Detachment can be about
finding a new perspective. This can simply mean letting go – letting go of things, ideas, and situations to find
the freedom to see things differently. The day I agreed to go back to Tulum with my friends, I learned that
detachment does not mean not caring or having passion. Instead, it simply means allowing for movement so
there can be growth.
We are spiritual beings with a world of wisdom within us. I believe we are born perfect but we come here to
have experiences so we can remember. By detaching from what we think we know, we free ourselves to experience greater awareness. We find clarity in the midst of confusion and comfort in what once felt awkward.
We let go of prejudices and get untethered from where we are stuck. We feel content by just being.
Detachment allows us to honor the journey and the process, rather than focusing on an outcome. Sometimes
that means you let go of how you think things should be and simply try another way. You let go of boundaries and limits that you may have arbitrarily set for yourself. So, the next time you feel stuck, uncomfortable,
or lost, try detaching yourself from the experience and see where it takes you and what it means for you. You
might just be pleasantly surprised with what you find.

“...I FINALLY UNDERSTOOD WHAT MY GURU HAD MEANT BY DETACHMENT ALL THOSE YEARS. BY GOING BACK TO TULUM, I
LEARNED THAT THROUGH THE PROCESS OF DETACHMENT, YOU
OPEN YOURSELF UP TO NEW POSSIBILITIES AND SEEING THINGS A
DIFFERENT WAY.”

“I REALIZED IT WAS NOT THE GIFT THAT MADE HER SO HAPPY. IT WAS
THAT I NOTICED HER AND TREATED HER LIKE A PERSON. THAT IS THE BEST
GIFT THAT ANYONE CAN RECEIVE.”

GIVING FROM THE HEART
NATALIE REBECCA STAFFORD

Natalie is nine years old. She lives in Alabama with her mom, dad, sister, and beloved cat named
“Banjo.” Natalie loves swimming on the swim team, making movies and websites, teaching little kids,
and baking homemade treats for people. She also loves to laugh – which she does with her friends
every single day!
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GIVING FROM THE HEART
I think I was about seven years old when I started giving gifts. I started off giving by finding unused or slightly
used items around the house and giving them to my parents and my sister. As I got older, I started to really
think about giving and what it meant to me. I wanted to make people happy even if they were not in my family.
I would like to tell you about my favorite gift-giving experience that made my heart feel warm.
It was Christmas Eve and I got that feeling that I wanted to do something good. Then the idea came to me. I
ran down two flights of stairs and gathered up every little piece of wrapping paper and every other thing you
need to wrap presents. In our house we have birthday presents all ready to wrap, and many lotions, soaps,
and that sort of thing hidden in all sorts of spots. So after I got every present I could find, I started wrapping all
sorts of things. I had my mind set on giving these gifts to homeless children or adults to brighten their day.
After I wrapped a bunch of items, I brought the big sack of presents to my parents and said, “I want to hand
these out to poor people.” My parents tried to talk me into giving the gifts to a shelter, but I felt like I needed
to get in the car and drive. I knew I could find people that really needed the things I had wrapped.
My parents agreed and then at about ten o’clock next morning, we started out, looking for people who needed
some sunshine in their hearts.
We were in the downtown area of our city when we drove past something I will never forget. Many homeless
people were crowded around this broken-down truck. A man on the truck was holding up an orange saying
“Merry Christmas” and throwing out the orange for someone to catch. When I saw people pushing each other
to get to the oranges, that made my heart drop. They were fighting for a piece of fruit. That is how little they
had.

“IN OUR HOUSE WE HAVE...MANY LOTIONS, SOAPS, AND THAT
SORT OF THING HIDDEN IN ALL SORTS OF SPOTS. SO AFTER I GOT
EVERY PRESENT I COULD FIND, I STARTED WRAPPING...I HAD MY
MIND SET ON GIVING THESE GIFTS TO HOMELESS CHILDREN OR
ADULTS TO BRIGHTEN THEIR DAY.”

GIVING FROM THE HEART
Beside the truck, I saw an old man, maybe in his 60s. He was eating a sandwich with an orange and I thought
to myself, “I want to help this man.” I quickly hopped out of the car, gave him a gift and said, “Merry Christmas, Sir.” Earlier, he seemed so gloomy, but as we drove off, I saw a smile. I felt so good!
After that, we spotted a homeless lady with special needs. She had barely any teeth, but she smiled and
looked happy when I spoke to her. I realized it was not the gift that made her so happy. It was that I noticed her
and treated her like a person. That is the best gift that anyone can receive.
I will always remember giving a gift to each one of those men and women that day. I learned that when my
heart feels like it’s supposed to do something nice for someone, I must do it. No matter what I have to give,
it always turns out good … like someone needed that boost. I don’t worry about the price of a gift or how it
looks, I just think about making someone happy. Anyone can make a difference … even a kid!

“I LEARNED THAT WHEN MY HEART FEELS LIKE IT’S SUPPOSED TO
DO SOMETHING NICE FOR SOMEONE, I MUST DO IT.”
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“LET’S JUST SAY THAT WHEN I STARTED AS A BOOKSELLER ALMOST 20
YEARS AGO, I NEVER I IMAGINED I WOULD BE SO HAPPY TO GIVE AWAY
THOUSANDS OF BOOKS. IT FELT GREAT.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH
MICHAEL LIEBERMAN

Michael is the co-founder of Wessel& Lieberman Booksellers and the creator of Book Patrol, a blog that
celebrates the book in all its forms; from the book as an object and cultural artifact to the current issues
affecting the book world. Michael has served on the boards of the Friends of the Seattle Public Library, The
Book Club of Washington and the Antiquarian Booksellers Association of America. He is also a member of
the National Book Critics Circle. Michael was born on May 10th, the day the infamous Nazi bibliocaust took
place. Read Book Patrol at http://www.bookpatrol.net/ and for Wessel and Lieberman see:
http://www.wlbooks.com/cgi-bin/wlb455.cgi/index.html

IN DIALOGUE WITH

MICHAEL LIEBERMAN

SS – Hi Michael, Thanks for talking with Courageous Creativity! As we explore the theme of ‘Detachment’ this
month, tell us how this has played out in your life. Have you found that being detached can often make one
more creative and stepping back can reveal creative insights?
ML – I am one of the lucky ones. I have an understanding that the less attached I am to things the happier
I am. Unfortunately, our culture is so drenched in advertising and subtle manipulation that unless one consciously embarks on a journey toward awareness they are destined to bounce around from experience to
experience. The variables are endless, and in both my personal and professional life, sanity is only possible
through detachment.
I can’t imagine I could have attained the degree of success that I did with the bookshop and Book Patrol without achieving some level of detachment. I have a saying about the bookshop, that I trust applies to most retail
establishments. Every day is a circus, we just don’t know how many rings it will be when we open the door.
SS – Book Patrol is your blog, where you regularly share your passion for the printed word. What took you
down the blogging path and what is your vision for Book Patrol?
ML – I have always been mystified at the seemingly strong lines of separation that permeate the book world.
There are new books, used books, book arts and fine press books with very little communication, let alone
integration between them. With the advent of online and big box bookselling, it becomes harder and harder to
remain isolated. This was the premise of Wessel & Lieberman Booksellers, to provide a curated selection of
material from all areas of the book universe. That was in 1993!
Then when the blogging platform appeared, it felt natural (being in Seattle and all) to explore the technology
using the same set of glasses I had approached the bookshop with. There are readers and there are book lovers and many, but not all, are both. So why not share and talk about some of the amazing stuff going on with
books that interested me.

“I CAN’T IMAGINE I COULD HAVE ATTAINED THE DEGREE OF SUCCESS THAT I DID WITH THE BOOKSHOP AND BOOK PATROL WITHOUT ACHIEVING SOME LEVEL OF DETACHMENT.”
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IN DIALOGUE WITH

MICHAEL LIEBERMAN

The tagline for Book Patrol is: To Promote, Preserve and Protect. There are just so many worthy book-related
stories out there that I feel compelled to share what interests me. My goal is to keep a story alive long enough
for it to find appreciating eyes.
I consider myself first and foremost a cheerleader - for books, for literacy and for the freedom of expression.
SS – As you spend hours of your time doing extensive research for your blog, do you find yourself getting
concerned about readership? Have you found ways to stay lovingly detached to the numbers?
ML – The short answer is no! I still find myself drawn to checking the numbers – how the last post is doing,
how many re-tweets, pins etc. It has only been a few months since I have been able to devote myself fully to
Book Patrol so I look at the numbers as feedback, to see what is working and what is not. My Achilles heel, I
am still working toward being “lovingly detached” because I know that the more detached I am from the numbers, the more creative energy remains available to me.
SS – Tell us about the Free Book Incident and what that was all about.
ML – The Free Book Incident (FBI) was a month-long experiment & celebration of books & community. Wessel
& Lieberman Booksellers and Olson Kundig Architects partnered to create a unique environment to celebrate
the power of books and investigate what can happen when they are available for free. FBI was inspired in part
by The Book Thing of Baltimore, an ongoing free book exchange whose “mission is to put unwanted books into
the hands of those who want them.”
Wessel & Lieberman donated the books and Olson Kundig created the space, which included a three-way

“THE TAGLINE FOR BOOK PATROL IS: TO PROMOTE, PRESERVE
AND PROTECT. THERE ARE JUST SO MANY WORTHY BOOK-RELATED STORIES OUT THERE THAT I FEEL COMPELLED TO SHARE
WHAT INTERESTS ME. MY GOAL IS TO KEEP A STORY ALIVE LONG
ENOUGH FOR IT TO FIND APPRECIATING EYES.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH

MICHAEL LIEBERMAN

kinetic bookshelf with pivoting sections that activated a multitude of spaces - nooks, stages, long tables, etc.
The goal was to create an engaging environment that promoted access to books and allowed visitors to interact with them in surprising ways.
For W&L the books became “unwanted” due to the tectonic shift in the book trade since the advent of online
bookselling. Many of them lost most of their “value” due to the flooding of the internet with inventory, both real
and imagined, from all corners of the globe. The books remained perfectly serviceable, not beat up or damaged, and desirable (in the sense that if more people had the opportunity to actually “see” or happen upon the
book they would want it). We had reached our tipping point. There was more value in releasing the books into
our community than there was in offering them for sale.
The Free Book Incident became a place for exploration, engagement, ideas, activity, conversation and ultimately, alchemy - all of it generated by the de-commodification of books.
SS – How was it received by the community?
ML – It was an astounding success!
One thing is apparent – people of all ages are still fascinated and attracted to books. The tragedy however, is
that there are fewer and fewer places for people to physically interact with them. Fewer bookstores, less space
in libraries, less opportunities all around.
One of the highlights of the FBI for me was to simply witness the people interacting with the books. The act
of browsing cannot be duplicated online and to see the interest and focus of the visitors as they perused the
shelves was empowering.
SS – What did it feel like to give away 2000 free books?
ML – Let’s just say that when I started as a bookseller almost 20 years ago, I never I imagined I would be so
happy to give away thousands of books. It felt great.
And to give the books away, with no expectations, was an extremely liberating event for me, for the bookshop
and hopefully for the community.
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